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ABSTRACT. Ilford Gg photographii* pktos were sent in jot planofi to an altitude of 
7100 m and stars formed iii tlio emulsion investigated. 70.5% of the star.^  tiro found 
l o bo prodii(!(^ d by neutrons; the size distribution of stars formed by charged and neutral 
primaries are roproBent^ od in two histograms,' The ratio of a-particles to protons released 
lira star is studied as a func^ tion of star size and this ratio is found to be constant at 0-43 for 
stars with 8 or more prongs. Energy distribution of a-pariieles from stai-h, as well as tlio 
variation of the number of gr(3y partich’s with star size are prosonted graphically; moan energy 
of a-T)artieloB is foiuid to bo 13.4 Mev and the number of gn^ y tracks is seen to increase linearly 
with star size. Tlie size number distribution of all stars has been studied and this seems to 
be represented by two straight linos: iV (>  /<);- A exji (-~0.341r/) for 7i < 6, and iV{> n) 
B exj) (—0.256 n) for n >  6. The riisi ribution curve is compared with tluise obtained 
by other workers at 3460 m and 21000 m ret*])('clively and u stoepening of slope with 
decrease of altitude is noted. A method of obtaiiiiii*; energy spectrum from the size 
distribution is indicated.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The first experimental evidence for the nuclear disintegrations caused by 
eovsmic rays in photographic emulsion is due to Blau and Wambaelicr (1937). 
Th(\y obtained pictures of sets of tracks radiating from a common origin, which 
came to bo known as “stars’\  Such a star was caused by the simultaneous 
ejection of st^veral ionizing j:)artioles from a disintegrating nucleus. These stars 
were subsequently investigated with improved typos of emulsions by various 
'vorkors like Perkins (1947, 1950), Lord and Sehein (1949), Yagoda et «Z. (1949), 
George and Jason (1949), Camerini et ah (1949), Brown aZ. (1949), Bernardini 
et a l  (1950) and Page (1950).
Most of the previous observations were carried out at mountain altitudes. 
The present experiment w^ as however undertaken to study the phenomenon 
of star formation in photographic emulsion at altitudes higher than that of moun­
tain stations, in order to investigate their size distribution, the relative number 
of charged and neutral primaries among the star i^roducing radiation and also 
some special features regarding the nature of secondaries from stars.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  D E T A I L S
Sealed containers with Ilford 0^ plates, 100/  ^ thick, were sent up in military 
jet aircrafts flying on short trips a t an average altitude of 7100 m, the total ex­
posure time for each packet a t this altitude being about 10 hours.
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The tracks emanating from the stars were divided into three categories 
according to their grain densities, g :
(1) ‘Thin*’ tracks, g <  l,5gmin^
(2) “Grey ’ tracks, < 9  <
(3) “Black” tracks, g >  5gmin>
where is the grain density of a relativistic and singly charged particle.
The grey and black tracks have been classified together as “licavy” tracks. 
In case of protons, black tracks correspond to particles of energy less than about 
40 Mev; grey tracks of energy between 40 and 330 IMi v. and thin tracks of energy 
greater than about 330 Mev, A star size is usually expressed by the number of 
prongs emanating from the star.
Photomicrographs of a few typical stars recorded in the prcst nt experiment 
are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. ] (ii) A star induced by a neutral particle. Tiio probable direction of 
inciilenco of tho primary is indicated roughly by the arrow.
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J(l>) by n ohargmi pfu'tii le. Th(i palli of tlie primary
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!Fig. 1(c) A star induced by a charged particle. The arrow indicates the path of the
primary particle.
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R E S U L T S  AND D I S C U S S I O N S
A. Nature of the primaries producing stars
During the exposure, the plates were kept in a definite orientation with tlie 
emulsion side lying in a vertical plane, the same end of the plate always facing 
upwards. I t was thus possible to detcirmine the direction of motion of a partich^ 
during its passage through the emulsion, relative to the vertical. I t  was observed 
that most of the thin tracks were inclined at small angles to the vertical. I t  was 
therefore reasonable to assume that most of th(  ^ thin tracks “above** (i.c. in the 
upper hemisphere) the stars were due to initiating particles, whereas the thin 
tracks in the lower hemisphere were duo to secondaries.
A second criterion for distinguishing the primary of a star was obtained from 
the following considerations. The disintegration of a heavy nucleus following 
the collision of a high energy particle proceeds in two separate steps. The fu st 
is the ejection from the nucleus of mesons and of high eneigy nucleons; the second 
is the “evaporation** of the residual excited nucleus. The first typo of emitted 
particles produces thin tracks which arc well collimated around the initial direction 
of motion of the primary, w^ h('i*(ias the ev’^ aporation ti*acks do have almost iso­
tropic distribution. The primary nucleon will, tlnundbre, li(^  on the axis of sym­
metry of the emitted thin tracks and on the other liemisphere of the star.
Whenever a thin track was obs(Tved in the upper hemisj)here of a star at a 
small angle with the vertical, and/or mon' or h ss in line Avith tiu' axis of symmetry 
of the secondary fast particles, then that particular star v as recognised as b(‘ing 
produced by a charged primary; the absence of such a track would designate th(‘ 
star as being induced by a neutral prirnaiy. The primary particles, if charged, 
are mostly protons while the uncharged ones arc usually neutrons. Somewhat 
similar discrimination was adopted by Brown et al. (1949) and Page^  (1950) to 
identify the primary of a star. Some of the stars, however, could not be 
recognised with regard to tlujir i)rimaries and they were left out of the following 
analysis.
(i) Relative multiplicity of stars due to charged and uncharged primaries
Stars were analysed according to whether they wore induced by charged 
or uncharged primaries and it was found that 70.5% of the total number of 
stars recorded had been initiated by neutral particles.
This may be compared with the relative rate at 3400 m altitude as measured 
by Page (1950) and by Brown et al, (1949). These results are listed in Table I 
together with the results of the present investigation.
If it is assumed that the cross-section for star production is the same for charged 
(protons) and uncharged (neutrons) primary particles, the above results show that 
at the atmospheric depths considered, neutrons capable of producing stars are 
more numerous than the protons*
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Author
1. I’ago
2. J3rown ct aL
3. I*r('sniit imlhors
Altitude
3460 m
7100 m
Verceutngo of Htnrs formo<] by
("liargoclprimnrioH Noutraljjriinarios
17.0
17.4
20. 5
S3.0  
S2.6  
70 5
Most of the particles responsible for the stars at these d( ptlis an* of secondary 
origin and their abundance in the atmosphere is d(d-erniin(*d bj^  t heir rate of pro­
duction and their rate of decay. The rat0 of production of protons and neutrons 
in air is mostly the same, but while neutrons disaj)pear only by nuclear collisions, 
pi’otons lose energy by ionization also. Therefore^ a comparatively smaller number 
of protons will be able to reach the lower atmosph(ire from an upper layer where 
they are produced.
Also, the relative number of protons will bo smaller, with greater atmospheric 
dej>th of observation. This is illustrated fr*um the rates at diff(*rent altitudes 
as shown in Table I.
(ii) Size distribution of stars due to charged and neutral 2)rimaries
The number of stars induced by charged and uncharged primary particles 
as a function of star size are represented by the histograms shown in Fig. 2(a) 
and 2(b). The histograms clearly point out the difference in the size distribution 
in the tw^ o cases. In case of stars with fewxu* prongs, the neutron induced stars 
are much more in number than those induc(*d by protons; whereas in case of larger 
stars both arc about equally'numerous. The same results were also obtained 
by Page (1950).
Number of prongs per star,
I'ig* 2, Number of stars as a hmetion of star size, 
(a) Stars induced by charged primaries.
Number of prongs per star.
(b)
(b) Stars induced by neutral primaries.
The difference in the frequency of stars formed by neutrons and protons can 
be explained as being due to their varied energy specturm. Compared to the 
neutrons, the protons are subject to an additional energy loss due to ionization. 
This effect becomes an important factor in the absorption of protons when th e  
energy is sufficiently low. Thus at low energies there would be consid^^rably 
more neutrons than protons, whereas at high energies, ionization loss is negligible 
and neutrons and protons will be prc\sent in comparable numbers. This explains 
why most of the low energy stars are luntron-induced.
B. Some characteristics of the secondary particles emitted in a star
In order to gain information regarding the process involved in the star foi- 
matioii, the measurements of some of the characteristics of the secondary part icles 
wei‘(5 undertaktm.
(i) Alpha-proton emission ratio
The low energy secondary particles emitted in a star are beli<ived to be due to 
the ‘^evaporation” process of the highly excited nucleus struck by the incid(‘iit, 
particle. The ‘‘(jvaporation” theory of nuclear disintegration was applied to th(‘ 
low energy particles from stars in pliotograpliic emulsion by Jiagg(' (1910) ajid 
by Harding et al. (1949) and was extcuided furtlu r by Le Contour (1950), wlio 
calculat(^d the energy distribution of (evaporated jiartieles and also obtained the 
probability for the emission of difh^rent tyi)cs of particles in a star as a function 
of the excitation energy of the nucleus.
One of the conclusions of the evaporation theory that can be easily checked 
against tlio experimental results is the ratio of alpha particles to protons among 
the secondaries of a star. The results of mc^asurenient of the', mean proportion 
of alpha-particles in a star, for stars of difffirent prong numbcTs are shown in Fig. 3. 
For larger values of prong number, j)articles heavier than alpha-partieJ(’^s wen' 
found to be emitted quite often. This phenomenon was also observed by Pc r^kins 
(1950) and these prongs were excluded from the data plotted.
TABLE IT
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Authrrs 
Perkins (1950) 
Bomardini et al, (1950) 
Pago (1950)
Present authors
alpha to proton rat if: 
0.50 
0.35 
0.37 
0.43
I t  is seen from Fig. 3 that the proportion of alpha-particles in a star decreases 
with increasing star size and for stars with greater than 8 prongs, the decrease is 
so slow that the ratio It of alpha-particles to the total number of heavy prongs
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lUiiy b© tfirltcii to 1}© ©/ constant fl»t ©< vaIu© ot H =  0.30. Xiiis d&tuixL giv©s for 
alpha-particlcs to proton ratio as 0.43 (taking all the singly charged secondaries 
to be protons).
The values for the average ratio of alpha-particles to protons emitted in larger 
stars obtained experimentally by different workers are shown in Table II. 
The results of calculations (using parameter ‘d’) of Le Coutcur (1950) on the basis 
of evaporation theory are also plotted in dotted line in Fig. 3 for comparison. I t
2 4 0 8 10 12 14 10
Number of heavy prongs per star.
Fig. 3. Ratio of the numbi^ r of a l p h a t o  tho total number of heavy 
function of star size.
Tlio (.loltod I'lirv'e shows that (‘aloulated by Le Couteiir (using his parameter *d’).
prongs as a
is seen that tho calculated value of R  is almost constant and equal to 0.2S and 
there is rough agreenumt between the theory and the present experimental results 
for larger stars.
Thti discrepancy for stars with small prong numbers are due to the stars 
fonnod in light C, O, N nuclei present in the emulsion, while Le Couteur’s calcula­
tions refer to stars formed in Ag and Br nuclei. From ilui measurement of stars 
formed in pure gelatine, Perkins (1949) had shown that the aljilia-proton ratio 
was miich higher in stars formed in gelatine than in ordinary emulsion. I t  was 
also found that light C, N, O nuclei in emulsion contributed appreciably only to 
stars of less than about t> to 8 prongs. This is also evident from the clear break 
at about prong number six in the size distribution curve of stars discussed later 
(in section C) in this paper. The above considerations explain the high value of 
alpha/proton ratio in smaller stars.
(ii) Energy distribution of alpha-particles from stars
The majority of alpha-particles emitted in stars stopped in emulsion. I t  
was therefore possible to determine the distribution in energy of the alpha-particlcs 
l>y range measurement. The number of alpha-particles as a function of energy 
is represented in a histogram in Fig. 4 for stars with 6 or more heavy prongs (upto 
15 prongs, which is the highest measured), only these stars being recognised as 
solely due to Ag and Br nuclei.
I t  is seen from Fig. 4 that the most probable energy of the a-particles is about 
10 Mev while the average energy is 13.4 Mev. The general features of the
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distribution is in agreement to the measurements of other workers viz* Harding 
et al, (1949) and Perkins (1950).
0 10 20 30 40 50
Energy in mev.
Fig. 4. Energy cUstribiition of alpha, particles from stars*
(iii) Proportion of grey tracks
Grey tracks are mostly due to protons of energy between about 40 Mev to 
330 Mev and carry away most of the energy released in a star process. The 
average nuntber of grey tracks was measured for stars with different number of 
heavy prongs and the results are shown graphically in Fig. 5. In order to rcduc(‘
Fig. 5, Average number of groy tracika as a funf’.tion of star size.
statistical errors, the star sizes have been grouped in twos, that is, grey tracks 
corresponding to stars of 3 and 4 prongs have been added together to give a single 
point in the graph, grey tracks from stars of 5 and 6 prongs are added to give the 
second experimental point, and so on.
It is seen from Fig. 5 that for the stars of 6 or more prongs, the number of grey 
tracks increases linearly with star size. The result is similar to that of Brown 
et a l (1949).
C. Integral size distribrdion of stars
The relative rate of occurrence of stars having different number of heavy 
prongs is represented in a semi-logarithmic plot in Fig. 6. In the present experi­
ment, measurements were made only on stars having three or more prongs.
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From the figure it is seen that the number {N) of stars decreases almost ex­
ponentially as the number (ji) of heavy prongs per star increases. The 
experimental points, however, fall on two different straight lines in the semi- 
logarithmic plot, and the distribution can be expressed as :
and
N{>n) =  A  exp (—0.341 n) for w <  6 
N{>n) =  B  exp (—0.266 n) for w>6. (1 )
where N{>  n) represents the number of stars having more than n heavy prongs, 
and, A  and B  are constants.
Page (1950) and George and Jason (1949) also reported similar di.stribution 
in the number of stars with star size, represented by two straight lines with dif­
ferent slopes. The clear break at approxi«iately n — 6 arises due to the fact that 
the light nuclei C, N, O in emulsion do not contribute appreciably to stars of 
more than six prongs. This fact had been verified by Perkins (1949) by making 
measurements with alternate layers of pure gelatine and normal emulsion as 
mentioned earlier. Thus the stars with more than six prongs can be recognised 
as almost solely due to Ag and Br. nuclei and these stars fall on a separate 
single straight line in Fig. G.
Number of heavy prongs [n] per star.
Fig. 6. Integral size distribution of stars.
When this size-number distribution found in the present experiment is com­
pared with those obtained by other workers a t different elevations, it is found 
that slope of tho distribution curve changes with altitude, being steeper a t lower 
elevations. To bring out this altitude variation of the power of the exponential 
distribution curve, integral size distribution of stars at three different elevations 
2
has been shown together in Fig. 7. Curve A is taken from that obtained by 
Page (1950) at 3460m, curve B  is that of the present experiment (at 7100m) re- 
plotted from Fig. 6 while curve C is computed from the data of Camerini et al 
(1949) obtained at 21000m, the throe (smoothed) curves being normalised a t n =^14. 
The decrease in slope with increasing altitude is clearly distinguishable. This 
result may be explained from the fact that the average energy of the star producing
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Number of heavy prongs (n) per star.
Fig. 7. Comparison of size distribution at different altitudes.
A—at 3460 m. obtained by Page (1950),
B—at 7100 m, present experiment,
C—at 21,000 m, obtained by Camerini et al. (1949).
radiation increases with elevation so that there are relatively more higher energy 
particles a t upper elevation producing comparatively larger number of bigger 
stars.
The number of heavy prongs in a star is a measure of the energy of the ini­
tiating primary. The excitation energy of the evaporating Ag and Br nuclei 
disintegrating into slow particles (<30M ev) had been calculated by Le Coutcur 
(1950) and was found to be a linear function of the nuber of black prongs per star. 
But if the total energy, including also those released in thin and grey tracks, is 
considered, the energy of the primary is no more a linear function of the star size.
Brown et oZ. (1949) have made extensive measurements of the energy of the 
different types of particles emanating from a star and have shown that the 
primary energy can be expressed as a function of the star size by an empirical 
relation :
E =  37n+4n* ... (2)
where n  is the number of heavy prongs in a star. Assuming the cross-section for 
star production to be independent of the energy within the limits concerned, 
the size distribution of stars given by relations (1) at the atmospheric depth of 
420g om~®, combined with an energy-size relation like that of equation (2), would 
give the energy spectrum of the star producing radiation (^-component of cosmic 
rays) a t this depth.
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